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SPOTTED!

The Perfect  
Fall Jacket

Essentially two coats in one, 
this softly quilted, not-too-

puffy puffer features an 
iconic Liberty of London 

print on one side (perfect 
for dressier occasions) and 

mossy green, our new 
favorite fall neutral, on the 
other (ideal for everyday  

excursions). Thick navy 
piping, smart brass buttons, 

and a versatile 32.75-inch 
length also help it  

pass muster (and bluster).
Reversible Liberty Puffer, 

$250; jcrew.com

MERIT BADGE

How to...
Navigate a 
Corn Maze

Here are a  
few insider tricks 
to help you find 

your way out 
before nightfall.

Make Left Turns
People are 

naturally inclined 
to turn right, so 

tricky maze- 
makers tend to 
utilize left turns.

Note Noisy 
Attractions

The sounds from  
a Ferris wheel or 
music stage can 

help you figure out 
your location when 

the cornstalks 
block your view.

Run Your Hand 
Along the Wall
Keep one hand 
glued to a wall 

so you never end 
up in the same 

place twice.  
(Note: Some more 
advanced mazes 

are designed  
to make sure  

this classic trick 
doesn’t work!)

SHORTCUT

Entertaining 
Icebreakers
Brent Ridge and 

Josh Kilmer-Purcell, 
aka The Beekman 
Boys, share a few 
get-guests-talking 

tips inspired  
by their new book, 

Beekman 1802:  
A Seat at the Table.

PLACE CARDS 
Make cards that 

say, “The name of 
the person to your 
right is _____” for 
a fresh twist on a 
traditional tactic. 

MEMORY GAME  
Collect fall leaves 
and write pairs of 

words on the backs 
in metallic markers 

to create a 
tabletop pastime.

STORIED SERVERS     
For a potluck, 

encourage each 
guest to bring a 
special serving 

piece and to share 
the story behind it.

FORAGING

Maple On Tap
These sweet  

and savory finds 
infused with fall 

flavor make ideal  
hostess gifts.

IDENTIFICATION KEY

Squash  
and Gourds

Keep an eye out for  
these seasonal standouts 
at your farmers’ market.

DECODER

What Is Cerused 
Wood, Anyway?
Chances are, you’ll be seeing a lot 
of this phrase when it comes to 
furniture and cabinetry, so here’s 
the skinny: It’s a waxy, slightly 
white finish that creates an aged 

appearance. (Its utilitarian history dates back to  
the 1500s, when the French found that lead paste 
could keep oak from rotting.) Now, nontoxic wax seals 
give the same effect. Get the look: Cerused Gray 
Wood Cabinets on Pecan; omegacabinetry.com

FIELD NOTES
A MISCELLANY OF TIPS, TRICKS, AND TACTICS FOR OCTOBER IN THE NOT-SO WILD

Carnival
Leave the thick  

skin behind for the 
sweet inside.

Red Kuri
When cooked, its 

smooth flesh is indicative 
of chestnuts.

Hubbard
Its flesh can replace 

pumpkin for  
cooking and baking.

Delicata
The skin is super  

tender, so there’s no need 
to peel before eating.

Turban
The nutty flavor is 
worth biting into.

Butternut
Naturally sweet, this 
squash is especially 

delicious when roasted. 

Black Futsu
This Japanese 

squash’s orange flesh 
can be eaten raw.

Golden Acorn
A cousin to the green 

acorn, this variety  
was developed in 1982.

Birdhouse
Too bitter to eat,  

this gourd is a good pick 
for crafts and decor.

SEARCH & RESCUE

Upcycled  
Pumpkin

Gather 20+ Mason jar lids 
and spray-paint them 

orange. Thread them onto  
a piece of twine, pulling it 
tight to make a circle; tie  

a knot. Fan out the lids, and 
place twigs in the center. Maple Seltzer,  

$40 for 24 cans;  
amazon.com

Maple Whiskey Salami, 
$14; farmtopeople.com

Maple Syrup,  
$31; 29fevrier.ca

Maple Pecans,  
$15; sustainable 

snacks.co

MORAL COMPASS

Q Every fall, like clockwork, as soon as I’ve finished raking 
my yard, leaves from my neighbor’s (overgrown!) tree 

limbs cover my pristine lawn. Is there any polite way to make 
it stop?  —Samantha K., Southborough, MA

A Sure, in a perfect  
world, everyone would 

diligently tend to their own 
yards, but not everyone 
equally values a pristine 
patch of land. Your neighbor 
is likely blissfully unaware.  
If there are overgrown 
branches crossing your 
property line, it’s technically 
your legal right to cut them, 
but before you do, strike  

up a friendly chat with  
the neighbor, and offer to 
trim the trespassing trees  
in the form of a favor. (They 
may insist on taking care  
of it themselves as a kind 
gesture.) Alternatively,  
treat yourself to a new rake 
(shopterrain.com), and 
happily bask in the shade of 
those offending branches 
come summer. 

SCOUTED

Doormats
Warm up your welcome with a fine first impression.
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COLORFUL

Woven, $42; amara.com

Vines, $38; garnethill.com

Wellies, $28; amara.com

Lattice, $41; birchlane.com

A L S O  CO M E S  I N B LU E !
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